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QUESTION 1

What is the correct sequence of steps and new defined objects required to enable customer-defined messages as an
option when defining different time card validation rules? 

A. Define new messaged as CUST_HWM_, select the new messages when defining a TDR or TER rule, and assign the
rule using a rule set and time processing profile. 

B. Define a new Message as CUST_HWM_, select the new messages when defining a TER rule, and assign the rule
using a rule set and time processing profile. 

C. Define a new message as WFM_, select the new message when defining a TER rule, and assign the rule using a
rule set and time processing profile. 

D. Define new messages as HWM_, select the new messages when defining a TER rule, and assign the rule using a
rule set and time processing profile. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The Generate time cards process has been run for a group of employees with "generate time card using schedule
hours" selected and for the time attribute "payroll time type" a value of "regular time" selected. What will be generated
for members of the group? 

A. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the same line a "payroll time
type" of "regular time." The hours of existing absences will be deducted from the scheduled hours. 

B. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the same line a "hours code" of
"regular time". Blank lines will be generated for all other valid values of "payroll time type." Existing absences are
ignored in the Generate process. 

C. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the next line a "payroll time
type" of "regular time." Existing absences are ignored in the Generate process. 

D. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the next line a "payroll time
type" of "regular time." The hours of existing absences will be deducted from the scheduled hours. 

E. Time cards with a line populated with the employees\\' schedule for each day and on the same line a "payroll time
type" of "regular rime." Existing absences are ignored in the Generate process. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer requirement is to use the first part (week) of a biweekly time card period for validation purposes. Which
option outlines how this could be accomplished? 

A. Create a new rule template using a delivered TER formula. Enable input parameters in the template to define the
validation period and set summation period to "Time Card Level." Create rules using the new rule template and assign
them using a rule set. 
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B. Create a new TER formula and rule templates. Define the validation period within the formula. Enable the summation
level selection when defining the rule as an input parameter within the rule templates. Create rules using the new rule
templates and assign them using a rule set. Place the "Day Level" rules on Rows 1? for days 1? in the time card period,
and the "Time Card Level" Rule in the 8th row. Use the Processing Sequence to order the rules. 

C. Create a new rule template using a delivered TER formula. Enable input parameters in the template to define the
validation period and set the summation period to "Day Level." Create rules using the new rule template and assign
them using a rule set. 

D. Create a new TER formula and rule template. Define the validation period within the formula. Set the summation
period to "Time Card Level" in the rule template and enable the input parameters. Create rules using the new rule
template and assign them using a rule set. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Managers need to highlight the overtime periods while reviewing their time cards. How should you configure this? 

A. You use personalization to enable the option. 

B. Select the Enable option to highlight overtime periods in the time review layout. 

C. Select the Enable option to highlight overtime periods in the time entry layout. 

D. No configuration needed 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which are valid approval time periods for Time and Labor? 

A. any, just depends on the Repeating Time Period used in the Approval Rule 

B. any, just depends on the HCM Group used in the Approval Rule 

C. weekly, biweekly 

D. weekly, biweekly, monthly 

E. weekly, semimonthly, monthly 

F. weekly, semimonthly 

Correct Answer: A 
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